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L auren Rodych and Jordan Eberle first met while in Grade 10 math 
class. One decade later, the two were planning their dream wedding 
after Jordan proposed in the backyard of their Calgary home next to 

a romantic bonfire by the lake. 
The wedding took place on July 22, 2017 in Calgary, Alberta. Julianne 

Young of julianne young weddings inc. provided full event planning 
services. “Within the first three minutes of talking to her, I knew she would 
be a great fit for us! She made everything less stressful and was always a 
positive energy throughout the planning process,” shares Lauren. The 
couple’s modern and playful invitation suite was designed by the social 
page and included the hashtag, #nosharpies, “as a reminder for everyone 
to be present and enjoy the evening with no autographs,” shares Julianne 
Young. Other wedding hashtags, including #becomingmrseberle and 
#freedrinks, adorned day-of stationery from plush invites.

Lauren wore a Hayley Paige ball gown from the bridal gallery.  
Jordan wore blue formalwear from king & bay. Inside his suit jacket, he 
and Lauren’s initials and wedding date were sewn in with red thread. Hair 
styling services were provided by sln hair bar and makeup application 
services were provided by makeup by erin kilburn.

A Classic White Wedding  
at an Historic Theatre

The bride’s bouquet was designed 

by flower artistry, who provided 

all floral for the wedding.
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The groomsmen 

wore navy 

formalwear from 

king & bay. The 

bridesmaids wore 

ivory dresses from 

cameo & cufflinks.

Lauren, a music teacher and Jordan, an NHL player for the New York Islanders, 
were wed at theatre junction grand. The venue “was chosen to incorporate 
Lauren’s musical career into the wedding,” shares event planner Julianne Young. 

Upon arrival at the theatre, guests enjoyed champagne and received 
ceremony programs from plush invites while a string trio from bel canto 
strings performed. Guests took their seats in the theatre and looked to the 

stage where flower artistry and julianne young weddings inc. had 
created a beautiful all-white design for the ceremony. A floral hedge of white 
delphinium and greenery lined the edge of the stage, while a white T-shaped 
aisle runner from special event rentals allowed wedding parties to walk 
in from opposite sides. Seven chandeliers, including one that was 7-ft tall and 
embellished with a full floral collar, provided dramatic lighting. 

CEREMONY NOTES

The cocktail and wedding reception took place at 
the fairmont palliser. The reception was a 
testament to the bride’s wishes for a “classic and 
white, white, white”-themed wedding. Centrepiec-
es from flower artistry adorned the tables, 
accompanied by mercury glass votives holding 
over 200 white tea lights. A delicate light projection 
by orange frog productions was used to “add 
movement” to the overall design. According to 
Julianne Young, “The full floral centerpieces, 
acrylic Château chairs, and crystal candelabras 
both opened up the space by adding height and 
allowed for the gorgeous lighting to reflect and 
make the room sparkle.”

A SPARKLING RECEPTION 
WITH A NOD TO HOCKEY

The customized dance 

floor was designed  

by Plush Invites and 

produced by creative 

dance floors.

Guests sat at tables embellished with white satin linens, gold flatware, acrylic Château chairs, gold 

votive holders, and clear beaded charger plates, all from special event rentals. Clear, round menus 

from plush invites were personalized with each guests’ name. “These were a big hit for guests as their 

names appeared to be printed on the plates,” recalls Julianne Young. Round tables were provided by 

the Fairmont Palliser. Harvest gallery tables were provided by Special Event Rentals.

Plush Invites designed all day-of stationery with the exception of the cocktail napkins.  

Event stationery included menus, bar signage, escort cards, and table numbers. 
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In 2001 Jackson was awarded a doctorate from 

the University of Toronto for his research in 

Alzheimer’s disease; but, rather than continuing on 

to a career in science, he chose to follow a different 

path and yield to the power that the photographic 

image held over him. Since then, his work has 

received many accolades and awards including the 

CWIA Wedding of the Year 2008, and CWIA Best 

Overall Real Wedding Coverage 2014.
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Personalized match 

boxes bearing the 

couple’s monogram 

were sourced from 

foryourparty.com 

and served as 

wedding favors.

Lauren changed 

into a dress from 

nordstrom for  

the dancing portion 

of the evening.

END 
NOTES
Guests enjoyed a four-course dinner and late-night dessert 
buffet prepared by the fairmont palliser. In lieu of a 
traditional wedding cake, Lauren and Jordan opted for an 
on-trend donut wall from the Fairmont Palliser with 
flavours such as PB & J, maple bourbon bacon, s’mores, 
Cap’n Crunch, and key lime pie.  

Customized details could be found throughout the 
reception in the form of bar signage from plush invites 
bearing the hashtag #becomingmrseberle and cocktail 
napkins from the social page that were inscribed with 
fun facts about the couple. A cornerstone of the reception 
design was the white dance floor designed by Plush Invites 
and produced by creative dance floors, featuring the 
couple’s monogram. “Because Jordan is an NHL player, we 
designed an oval shape around their modern monogram 
to tie in the idea of an ice hockey rink. It was a fun and 
subtle way to add meaning to their wedding design,” shares 
Julianne Young. The dance floor framed the stage where 
Juno Award-winning country singer Brett Kissel gave a 
1.5-hour performance of original songs and covers. While 
dancing, guests could place custom coasters on top of their 
drinks saying “Please don’t take my drink, I’m dancing!” 
This fun party detail was included because the bride LOVES 
to dance and sing. DJ Fayyaz K from pez productions 
followed, leaving the dance floor packed the entire night. 
parfait productions provided their cinematography 
services. James Bundy from ocl studios provided his  
AV services.

For their honeymoon, Lauren and Jordan travelled to 
French Polynesia. They snorkeled every day and explored 
the islands of Tahiti, Moorea, and Bora Bora. After returning 
home to Calgary, the two settled back into daily life, where 
Lauren is a music teacher and Jordan is an NHL player for 
the New York Islanders. 

“Every single part of the wedding was perfect, but dancing  
to Brett Kissel’s live band was definitely a highlight.” –lauren


